Bret Nazworth
About the midpoint of 2019, we began to plan the
summer youth workshops for 2020. We decided to
teach the Gospel of John at five places in four states.
The teachers would converge at our home for training
during Holy Week. We would study all day, with me
as the lone teacher. What we could not foresee was a
worldwide pandemic that was about to burst onto the
scene and turn all our plans upside down.
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Because the summer youth workshops take massive
amounts of planning, in light of so many unknowns,
we were forced to cancel our travels. But I still wanted
to teach the teachers, so we moved the Gospel of John
training online.
However, as I looked toward training the youth
teachers, many others started asking if they could
join in. A thought occurred to me: instead of me
being the only teacher, why not have many teachers.
At that same time, one of our DM2 missionaries, John
Wry, felt we could reach a larger audience by teaching
the workshop on our website. One thing led to
another and in less than two weeks we were deep into
planning a full-scale webinar. Over 40 Bible teachers
graciously agreed to take sessions.
As word spread, the number of attendees began
to climb. We ended up with over 750 individuals
signed up for the course, some representing entire
households. People tuned in from around the world.
Despite the infinite number of details that could have
gone wrong (and there were indeed several sleepless
nights), we made it through our first ever DM2
webinar with minimal hiccups. All by God’s total and
amazing grace!
During this time, it was suggested that since the
youth workshops were canceled, we should create a
distance learning course for youth to enjoy during
the summer. So, we scheduled the week after Holy
Week for filming the teaching of Romans 1-8. The
youth workshop teachers would teach, but there
would be no audience. Although we were sad the
door had closed on the summer workshops, we were
excited about the prospect of a distance learning
course. However, our plans soon evolved into yet
another webinar, and the teachers were blessed with
an audience.
The coronavirus may have surprised us, but it did not
surprise God. We praise Him for how He turned a bad
situation into an opportunity for spreading the gospel
worldwide. Interestingly, the very virus that upended
our plans turned into a blessing for thousands,
including a family in Wuhan, China!

Online Weekly DM2 Bible Studies

•

Galatians Study for Guys
Start Date: May 17th
2 P.M. to 3 P.M. (CST)
Contact: jaymenaz@gmail.com

•

Romans Study for Guys
(in progress) Sunday nights at 8:00 P.M. (CST)
Contact: zmettlach43@yahoo.com

•

Daniel Study for Everyone
(in progress) Wednesdays at 2:30 P.M. (CST)
Contact: kortmettlach@yahoo.com

•

Romans Study for Guys
(in progress) Mondays at 5:30 P.M. (CST)
Contact: ryank85@icloud.com

•

Romans Study for Girls/Women
(in progress) Mondays at 6:15 P.M. (PT)
Contact: rachelmusser13@gmail.com

•

Colossians Study for Girls/Women
Start Date: May 11th
Mondays at 7:00 PM (EST)
Contact: autumnburdett@gmail.com

•

More on Reverse

Hebrews Study for Girls/Women
(in progress) Sundays at 8:00 P.M. (CST)
Contact: kortmettlach@yahoo.com

Webinar Testimonies
Larry (PA)
We just finished DM2’s first webinar. I was privileged
to teach and study the book of John with many
other teachers and students. What a wonderful way
to spread the Word. I am not sure this should be
adopted as the accepted way of teaching, but under
the circumstances it certainly met a great need. It
was a blessing to come to the end of the book of
John on Easter weekend and be encouraged by the
resurrection of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ.
Thank you for a great week of being in the Word.

Amber (WA)
I’m so grateful for the opportunity the Lord created
for both the Romans webinar and the Gospel of John
webinar. What an immense blessing it has been to
study the person - Jesus Christ - who saves us. Not only
did God do all that was needed to save us, He did so
perfectly and permanently. I have been encouraged by
the faithfulness and willingness of so many believers
around the world, many of whom I have never met,
to spend their time teaching and faithfully attending
these webinars. Praise be to our God and Father!

Maya (Czech Republic)
I liked that there were several teachers, so it was all about God´s Word
and not about a certain teacher. I loved that it was really going straight
through Romans verse by verse and that the clear gospel presentation
and the concept of grace was always repeated. I also liked the quizzes
and the cool PowerPoint presentations. Although at 32 I am probably
not a youth anymore, I learned so much from each of these bold youth
presenters. This was so encouraging and such a blessing.
Maya (Czech Republic)
Megan (PA)
I liked that it was online. People at my house were listening all week. Most did not want to be seen, but they
were committed completely and did not miss out on any sessions.
Sara (TX)
I loved this webinar because so many people were able to come together
to study the word of God. I learned so much! Romans is a book that is
so full of the gospel. I was encouraged to see so many young people
who were eager to teach and learn about the Bible. The first truth
that impacted me was the fact that one is justified by faith and not by
keeping the Law. Another truth that is important is the fact that even
though Christians backslide, God is still faithful to us. The last truth that
greatly impacted me was the truth that nothing, not even us,
Teaching Romans
can separate us from God’s love.
“O’s” Mom (Asia)
Being in a time zone on the other side of the
world, “O” has not been able to see much [of
the Romans webinar], but it was such a blessing
to both of us to get to tune in some today. Very
encouraging truths! We need to turn in now,
since it is almost 1:30 AM our time, but we hope
to see a replay. “O” does not have easy access to
e-mail or internet, so I am sorry that he cannot
keep up with you easily through this site, but I
hope he can join in a future conference! You all
are doing an amazing work!

Inspired by workshop

Online listeners get creative

